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In this article we present a three axis parallel drive microrobot. The robot consists of three linear
actuators rigidly positioned in a plane with their translational axes arranged in parallel. Each
actuator is connected to one apex of a low mass rigid tetrahedral frame by a four axis elastic hinge.
Movement of each of the three linear actuators results in displacements of the corresponding hinged
apices and, hence, the rigid tetrahedral frame. The fourth apex acts as the working tip which may
be positioned anywhere within a workspace determined by the geometry of the robot and the
displacement range of the actuators. When the actuator displacement is small compared to the
dimensions of the frame the relationship between the displacement of the three actuators and the
position of the working tip is well defined, being one to one and only mildly nonlinear~1%
nonlinearity for 1.5 mm actuator displacement on an 80 mm frame!. A microrobot has been
constructed with a workspace measuring 3 mm axially and 5.65 mm transverse to the robot axis.
Below 100 Hz the working tip displacement is limited to 3 mm peak-to-peak in the axial direction
and 5.65 mm peak-to-peak transverse to the axis. Above 100 Hz the working tip performance is
acceleration limited with maximum displacement being inversely proportional to the square of the
driving frequency, falling to 120mm peak-to-peak in the axial direction at 500 Hz. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~97!02711-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robot limbs may be categorized as being of serial, p
allel, or hybrid design. In a serial robot design the actuat
are arranged so that each actuator/limb pair effects a si
type of motion. Dexterity is added to the robot by constru
ing a linear sequence of actuator/limb pairs. In a serial
rangement each actuator must move all limbs and actua
further down the sequence. Since actuator/limb pairs
relatively massive the actuators near the root of the sequ
will experience large intertial loads, limiting their dynam
performance. By contrast, in a parallel robot design a sin
limb has several actuators acting upon it. Dexterity of
robot is achieved by organizing the actuators to provid
rich set of movements to the limb. Each actuator moves o
the limb and the generally low moving mass of all actuato
All of the actuators thus experience a relatively small iner
load. Parallel designs therefore enable the construction
multiple degrees of freedom robots with good dynamic p
formance.

We have constructed a polarization sensitive confo
microscope using a scanned optical fiber in a recipro
layout.1 Images are obtained by scanning the optical fiber
relative to a fixed objective. In order to provide fast scann
capabilities for this microscope we required a three axis
bot capable of moving 5 mm peak-to-peak at 100 Hz wit
position accuracy greater than 10mm.

Existing robot designs generally use translation and
tation joints where components in relative motion slide
roll with respect to each other. Such joints often exhi
backlash, stick–slip friction, and bearing noise. For repe
able micron scale movements it is desirable to elimin
these sources of hysteresis and noise. Scrire and Tea2

a!Electronic mail: p.nielsen@auckland.ac.nz
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presented a piezoelectric based actuator using flexure p
instead of bearings and sliding components. They argued
such elastic joints provide the low hysteresis and low no
movements required for small displacement applicatio
Elastic joints have been used in several recent parallel ro
designs. Lee3 presented a three axis microrobot using piez
electric actuated flexible cantilevers and elastic ‘‘bal
joints. The design had a relatively massive moving com
nent and small displacement range. By contrast Hunteret al.4

presented an instrument incorporating dual three axis par
microrobots with low mass moving components. Each m
crorobot used elastic bending of quartz tubes, acting as
tributed two axis joints, to achieve fast movements within
mm diameter spherical workspace. In a memoir on invent
the confocal scanning microscope Minsky5 mentioned build-
ing a similar three axis parallel micromanipulator in 1956.
general introduction to elastic hinges and flexure design m
be found in a recent book by Smith and Chetwynd.6

In the following we describe a three axis parallel m
crorobot. The design is similar to that of Hunteret al.since it
is a three axis parallel design that uses elastic joints and
a low moving mass. Instead of employing distributed tw
axis joints our approach uses localized four axis joints. T
design is stiffer to rotations at the moving tip, localizes
elastic bending to simplify description of the kinematics, a
allows greater freedom in the layout of the moving comp
nents.

II. DESIGN

The robot consists of a rigid tetrahedral frame, thr
elastic joints, three linear actuators, and three position tra
ducers. One apex of the frame is the working tip. The ot
three apices are located directly above the actuators, e
apex-actuator pair being connected by an elastic joint. T
7/68 „11…/4282/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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actuators are coplanar with their axes of movement para
Position transducers measure the displacements of eac
tuator. A schematic of the principal components of the ro
is given in Fig. 1.

The kinematics of the robot are relatively simple. Figu
2 represents components of the rigid tetrahedral frame
rest the positions of the three apices attached to the actu
are denoted by the vectorsB1 , B2 , andB3 . C represents the
centroid of the basal triangle formed byB1 , B2 , and B3 .
C5(B11B21B3)/3 and N is the unit normal to the basa
triangle.

N5~B12C!3~B22C!/u~B12C!3~B22C!u.

The actuator displacement axes are all parallel toN.
Since the frame is a rigid tetrahedron the position of
working point, A, remains fixed with respect to the bas
plane. If the frame is a regular tetrahedron with sides
lengthl then

A5C1NlA2/3.

Consider now the case where the actuators reposition
basal apices fromB1 , B2 , and B3 to B1* , B2* , and B3* ,
where (Bi* 2Bi)5Nb i . The position of the centroid of the
basal triangle is constrained to move in the directionN.

C* 5C1N~b11b21b3!/3.

The repositioned normal to the basal triangle is given by

FIG. 1. Schematic of the principal components of the robot.

FIG. 2. Components of the rigid tetrahedral frame.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 11, November 1997
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N* 5~B1* 2C* !3~B2* 2C* !/u~B1* 2C* !3~B2* 2C* !u.

Thus the repositioned working tip can be evaluated as

A* 5C* 1N* lA2/3.

When one actuator displaces its corresponding joint
apex the rigid frame rotates about an axis passing thro
the two other joints resulting in movement of the working t
along an arc. There exists a one-to-one relationship betw
the actuator displacements and the working tip positi
When the actuator displacements are small compared to
spacing between actuators the angle of rotation will be sm
In this case the relationship between actuator displacem
and working tip position is mildly nonlinear. Such nonlin
earities cause problems when attempting to calculate actu
positions required to achieve a desired working tip positi
In practice they can be readily accommodated using a sin
correction iteration or by describing the actuator positions
simple nonlinear functions of the working tip coordinates

When working displacements are limited by the actua
displacements the workspace is approximately cuboid. F
ure 3 gives the working space of the robot with actua
displacements limited to61.5 mm and a regular tetrahedr
frame with sidesl580 mm. In this case the workspace me
sures 3 mm in the axial direction and 5.65 mm in the tra
verse direction.

A. Actuators

Three linear actuators are used to displace the three b
apices via elastic joints. The performance of the microro
is critically dependent upon the characteristics of the act
tors. Electromagnetic voice coil actuators~Ling Dynamic
Systems 201 Vibrator, Royston, Hertforshire, U.K.! were
used as they satisfied both the displacement~.3 mm! and
frequency~.100 Hz! requirements. These actuators have
displacement range of62.5 mm, can generate over 17.8
force, have an effective moving mass of 20 g, and a susp
sion stiffness of 3500 N/m in the axial direction. The rig
frame and elastic joints contribute an additional effect
moving mass of approximately 15 g to each actuator. T
dynamics of the actuator may be closely approximated a
second order system. The above values indicate that, if

FIG. 3. Working space of the robot with actuator displacements limited
61.5 mm and a regular tetrahedral frame with sides 80 mm.
4283Microrobot
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actuator is sinusoidally excited and the actuator is limited
a displacement of61.5 mm, the system will be displaceme
limited up to 105 Hz. Above 105 Hz the system will b
acceleration limited with maximum displacement prop
tional to the inverse of the square of the driving frequenc

B. Joints

The three elastic joints connecting the actuators to
frame require two rotation and two translation degrees
freedom. Elastic joints were used to minimize backlash, f
tion, and bearing noise problems associated with bear
and sliding joints.2 The rotational degrees of freedom a
needed to accommodate rotations of the frame resulting f
differential axial displacements of the actuators. The tran
tional degrees of freedom are required because of the
metric shortening of apices in the transverse direction as
frame rotates.

The elastic joints were constructed from 500mm diam-
eter high tensile steel. One end of the steel was rigi
bonded into the frame while the other end was rigidly
tached to an actuator. A 2 mm section of steel between thes
two attachment points functioned as the elastic joint allow
relative movement of the frame and actuator. These joints
relatively compliant to rotation, adding less than 1 N to the
actuator load in the axial direction at maximum rotation
the rigid frame. They are, however, relatively stiff to tran
lation in the transverse direction. A static force of 21.8 N
the transverse direction may be generated at the working
when two actuators are applying their maximum force
17.8 N in opposite directions. In this case the elastic de
mation of the joints is limited to 3.9mm. The joints are even
stiffer in the axial direction. A static force of 53.4 N in th
axial direction may be generated at the working tip when
three actuators are applying their maximum force of 17.8
in the same direction. In this case the elastic deformation
the joints is less than 1mm.

C. Frame

The frame is required to provide low mass rigid conne
tions between the three elastic hinges and the working
The mass of the frame should be low in order to minim
the inertia of the moving components so that the dyna
performance of the robot is not compromised. The fra
should be stiff in order to limit elastic deflections of th
working tip. Furthermore, the frame must be designed
avoid resonances within the range of working frequencie

A tetrahedral structure with straight beams connect
the four apices was constructed using a glass rod. Glass
used because of its relatively high stiffness~Young’s modu-
lus! to density ratio7 and its ready availability. The rods wer
fused at the apices to form a regular tetrahedron with 80
links. Three apices had 5 mm long tubes fused to them
order to accommodate the elastic hinges. Finite elem
modeling of the static characteristics of the frame indica
that the frame stiffness was greater than 3.43106 N/m trans-
verse to the central axis, its most compliant direction. D
flection of the working tip is limited to 3.5 and 6.4mm when
maximum force is applied in the axial direction and tran
4284 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 11, November 1997
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verse to the axial direction, respectively. It should be no
that such high forces would rarely be applied directly to t
working tip. Because of the low mass of the frame relative
the hinges and the moving part of the actuators the ine
forces generated by the frame under maximum accelera
will generally contribute less than 0.2 of the maximum for
of the actuators.

D. Position transducers

Position transducers were used to allow dynamic m
surement of the displacement of each actuator so that f
back control of the microrobot working tip could be em
ployed. Lateral effect photodiodes were chosen~UDT
Sensors Inc. SL5-2, Hawthorne, CA, USA! to provide a fast,
accurate, inexpensive, noncontact displacement meas
ment. The lateral effect photodiodes were fixed with resp
to the actuator body. Light from a light emitting diode wa
fed into a plastic optical fiber. The free end of the fiber w
attached to the moving portion of the actuator so that it il
minated the central portion of the lateral effect photodio
The use of plastic optical fibers enabled the direction of
lumination to be tightly controlled without adding significa
mass to the moving portion of the actuator. A microle
bonded to the optical fiber end ensured that light was focu
upon the active region of the photodiode. A feedback circ
similar to that described by Netzer,8 was used to ensure con
stant illumination intensity upon the photodiode. This a
rangement allowed accurate measurement of the mean
mination position without the need for a divider circu
common to conventional lateral effect photodiode based
signs.

III. PERFORMANCE

The performance of the microrobot, as well as its rig
frame and position sensing components, were tested to
sure that they met the design specifications.

A. Frame

The static and dynamic mechanical characteristics of
rigid frame were analyzed analytically and experimenta
Finite element analysis~LUSAS, FEA Limited, Kingston
upon Thames, UK! of the static elastic properties of th
frame using three dimensional beam theory indicated that
deflection of the working tip would be limited to 3.5 and 6
mm when maximum load is applied axially and transverse
respectively. Analysis of the frame dynamics using finite
ement techniques indicated that the five lowest modal
quencies would occur at 1030, 1045, 1332, 1679, and 1
Hz. The dynamics of the frame was tested experimentally
attaching an accelerometer to the frame and exciting
frame with a force impulse. Resonant modes of vibrat
were identified experimentally at 970, 1234, 1658, and 17
Hz. The lower measured value for the fundamental re
nance may be due to the added mass of the accelerome
the frame.
Microrobot
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B. Position transducers

In order to test the linearity of the position transduce
the free end of the optical fiber was clamped to a microme
head. The micrometer body was fixed with respect to
lateral effect photodiode. Measurements of output volta
from the position transducer were taken as the microm
head was moved to a number of displacements. A le
squares fit to these data indicated that the position transd
was a linear function of the displacement over a range
61.5 mm. Within this range the displacement error was l
than 5mm, with a root mean squared error of 2.7mm. Be-
yond 61.5 mm portions of the beam of light emitted fro
the optical fiber fell outside the active area of the photodio
resulting in larger displacement errors.

An estimate of the frequency response of the posit
transducer was made by keeping the fiber displacement
stant with respect to the photodiode and modulating the l
emitting diode source. With this approach the transducer
sition output remained flat up to its23 dB point beyond 100
kHz.

FIG. 4. Maximum axial peak to peak displacement of the working tip
frequency.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 11, November 1997
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C. Working tip

The displacement characteristics of the microrobot w
analyzed by using a lateral effect photodiode based posi
transducer attached to the working tip of the rigid fram
This arrangement added mass to the frame which had s
effect on the measured dynamic performance. Below 100
the working tip displacement was limited by the positio
transducers to 3 mm peak-to-peak in the axial direction
5.65 mm peak-to-peak transverse to the axis. Above 100
the working tip performance was acceleration limited w
maximum displacement being inversely proportional to
square of the driving frequency, falling to 120mm peak-to-
peak in the axial direction at 500 Hz. The results of the
measurements are presented graphically in Fig. 4.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this article we have presented a three axis parallel a
microrobot. The design is simple and scalable. Four a
elastic joints provide a low hysteresis connection betwe
the actuator and the working frame. Compared to exist
designs this arrangement localizes deformations allow
simple description of the kinematics, is relatively stiff to r
tations of the working tip, and allows greater flexibility in th
design of the low mass moving frame.
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